
THE LEGENDARY TOOL TROLLEY
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It all started in 1888 when the Iron Hand, 
the first-ever pipe wrench, was patented 
and produced in Sweden. Since then, 
technical innovations, new materials and 
technological developments have shaped 
the ongoing heritage of the Bahco brand.

From the beginning, Bahco tools responded to  
a very clear need. Produced for professionals, 
they set high standards in terms of quality, 
ergonomics, comfort, functionality and safety -  
in fact everything that characterises high quality 
tools. These high standards have continued to be 
our benchmark. Around 15,000 Bahco products 
embody these values in a comprehensive range 
designed for customers in industry, aviation,  
the automotive sector, construction, garden  
and landscape management, fruit growing and 
wine cultivation. 

Like its predecessors, the BAHCO 
‘CLASSIC’ C75 is a strong and reliable 
tool trolley which delivers a heavy duty 
performance. This legendary tool trolley 
packed with innovative features can be 
personalised with a range of accessories. 

The 26” or 40” ‘CLASSIC’ C75 Tool Trolley has 
an anti-rust powder coating which is available in 
4 different colours. Both models have up to 12 full 
opening drawers with ‘Lock&Go’ latching system.  
Obviously the ‘CLASSIC’ C75 is much more than 
just a heavy duty tool trolley. This updated version 
incorporates our extensive knowledge and retains 
all the strong features of the previous generation 
tool trolley, such as its excellent reliability, long 
lifespan and the top performance customers have 
come to expect from all our tools. These are the 
core values which still form the basis for Bahco.

LEGENDARY TOOL TROLLEYSHAPED BY INNOVATION
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Double walled case
If the outside wall is damaged in a collision, the double 
walled case ensures that the drawers will always open.

Technically outstanding and extremely strong: the case 
has always been key to the CLASSIC tool trolley. 
It also forms the basis for the SPECIAL tool trolleys.

Solid steel construction 
The double walled case is strengthened with 
strategically positioned welding points, minimising the 
possibility of cracking. Key areas are reinforced with 
special brackets to make the ‘CLASSIC’ C75 even 
stronger. The top and bottom panels are also made from 
one piece, enabling the trolley to perform in the most 
demanding environments.

Scratchproof powder coating   
The inside and outside of the case and drawers have 
a scratchproof powder coating which meets the same 
high standards used by car manufacturers. Combined 
with the first class raw materials, the core is 
extremely durable. Even in extreme working 
conditions, like offshore industries.

Inside and
outside powder 

coating



Colour: red RAL3001
accessories: can holder

26” ‘CLASSIC’ C75 TOOL TROLLEY
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THE DESIGN

Our classic trolley, reinvented

With a host of new features and personalisation 
options, our redesigned C75 Classic tool trolley 
combines the performance and innovation we’ve 
built our reputation on. The front of the 26” and 40” 
designs pair robust, sturdy design with rounded 
corners, to ensure maximum protection without 
sharp edges. While an aluminium trim reinforces 
the classic look, a new heavy-duty case and 
innovative special features, like fully-opening 
drawers, Lock&Go latching and an anti-theft 
locking system, mean optimal safety is assured 
in any working environment.

Classic models

26” Classic C75  
6-drawers

26” Classic C75
7-drawers

26” Classic C75
8-drawers

40” Classic C75  
6-drawers

40” Classic C75
7-drawers

40” Classic C75
8-drawers

no. drawers 6 7 8
SizE 26” 40” 26” 40” 26” 40”
orAnGe rAl2009 1475K6 1475KXL6 1475K7 1475KXL7 1475K8 1475KXL8
red RAL3001 1475K6RED 1475KXL6RED 1475K7RED 1475KXL7RED 1475K8RED 1475KXL8RED
blue RAL5002 1475K6BLUE 1475KXL6BLUE 1475K7BLUE 1475KXL7BLUE 1475K8BLUE 1475KXL8BLUE
BLACK RAL9005 1475K6BLACK 1475KXL6BLACK 1475K7BLACK 1475KXL7BLACK 1475K8BLACK 1475KXL8BLACK

40” Classic C75 
cabinet 

6-drawers

40” Classic C75 
double bank
12-drawers

Upgrades

no. drawers 6 12
orAnGe rAl2009 1475KXL6 1475KXL12
BLACK RAL9005 1475KXL6BLACK 1475KXL12BLACK

More colours? 
Design your own storage solution with 
our BETMS configurator. Ask your dealer 
for more information.
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FEATURES

A solid handle
The ‘CLASSIC’ C75 has a solid handle in a user-
friendly design. The handle can be fixed on both 
sides of the trolley.

Shiny aluminium handles
These handles include a safety opening system.  
The smooth and curved aluminium trim reinforces 
the classic look.

Fully opening drawers 
Thanks to the sliders with ball bearings,  
the drawers glide very smoothly, open all  
the way and have a capacity of up to 30 kg.

Anti-slip rubber worktop 
This rubber mat provides extra grip 
to the top of your trolley.

Anti-theft locking system 
The strong and secure round locking system protects the 
‘CLASSIC’ C75 tool trolley against theft. A compact key holder 
with a user-friendly grip is also available, including two keys. 

‘Lock&Go!’ latching system 
The safe and smart ‘Lock&Go!’ latching 
system prevents the drawers from opening 
when the tool trolley is being moved.  
The locking system does not need to be 
engaged when moving the trolley.75.000 

cycles

75.000
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FEATURES

Smooth and silent rubber wheels 
The noiseless rubber wheels with two brakes ensure maximum 
stability. This makes the trolley easy to manoeuvre, even on irregular 
surfaces. The wheels will not mark the floor and are resistant to most 
common lubricants. The 26” Classic Tool trolley has a static load 
capacity of up to 600 kg while the 40” will take up to 900 kg! 26” ‘CLASSIC’ C75 TOOL TROLLEY

Colour: blue RAL 5002
accessories: Top Tool panel, Document holder
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TOP-CHEST

The BAHCO ‘CLASSIC’ C85 is a strong and 
reliable top-chest made for heavy duty performance. 
Expand your ‘CLASSIC’ C75 Tool Trolley with the 
special C85 Top-chest to provide even more storage 
capacity. The Top-chest has a anti-rust powder 
coating which is available in 4 different colours and it 
has 4 full opening drawers with ‘Lock&Go’ latching
system. With the Top-chest on top of your trolley, 
you can still add a wide variety of accessories.

More colours? 
Design your own storage 
solution with our BETMS 
configurator. Ask your 
dealer for more information.

drawer 
capacity up 
up to 30 kg.

75.000 
cycles

75.000

colours

no. drawers 4
Size 26” 40”
orAnGe rAl2009 1485K4 1485KXL4
red RAL3001 1485K4RED 1485KXL4RED
blue RAL5002 1485K4BLUE 1485KXL4BLUE
BLACK RAL9005 1485K4BLACK 1485KXL4BLACK

40” 26” 



 26”

 26”

 26”

 26”  40”

 26”  40”

 26”  40”  26”  40”

 26”  40” 26”  40”

 26”  40” 26”  40”

 26”  40”
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Add modern 
accessories to your 
Classic Tool Trolley
Each project is different and every professional 
has a unique approach. Various accessories 
can be added to the Classic Tool Trolley to 
simplify the project whilst improving efficiency 
and safety. Unlike many other accessories, 
these are easy to attach without using screws 
and provide total stability.

Drawer liners
1470K-AC01
Protects the drawers and your 
tools from moving inside.

Can holder
1470K-AC3
For any type of bottle or canister. 
Made from steel and coated in a 
neutral black colour.

Folding tray
1470K-AC1
Additional workspace which can 
be attached to either side of the 
tool trolley. Manufactured from 
steel and coated in a neutral 
black colour.

Side Tool panel
1470K-ACSIDE
This panel adds extra storage 
capacity to both sides of your 
trolley. Made from steel and 
coated in a neutral black colour.

Stainless Steel Top
1470K-ACTSS
The stainless steel top is ideal 
for sterile environments. The 
inside is made of MDF, making it 
perfect for absorbing shocks.

Chestnut Wood Top
1470K-ACTW
Because of its excellent shock 
absorbing ability, the varnish 
finishing makes this 40 mm 
wooden bench top the best 
solution. It is also resistant to  
the most common lubricants.

MDF Top
1470K-ACTD
The 40 mm thick MDF is just 
as strong as the chestnut 
wood top, but has no knots or 
rings, making it more uniform 
than natural woods.

Document holder
1470K-AC4
Ensures that you have all your 
important documents at hand. 
Made from steel and coated in  
a neutral black colour.

Tool holder
1470K-AC2
Side compartment to 
accommodate 23 screwdrivers. 
Made from steel and coated in 
a neutral black colour.

PERFORM
AN

CE 

Top Tool panel
1470K-AC8
Provides extra storage for your small 
tools on top of your ‘CLASSIC’ C75. 
Made from steel and coated in a 
neutral orange or grey colour. 
Use the panel in combination 
with the Bahco hooking system.

Bahco hooking system
Organize your tools how you 
want it by adding the hooks to 
the differtent tool panels.
The L and U shaped hooks are 
made from steel and are 
available in different lengths.

ABS Top 
1470K-AC7
The thermoplastic bench top with 
built-in storage chambers and 
heavy duty structure is resistant 
to the most common lubricants.
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TECHNICAL INFO CLASSIC C75
Size 26” / 40”

Weight 26”: 6-drawers 57 kg / 7-drawers 60 kg / 8-drawers 62 kg 

40”: 6-drawers 115 kg / 7-drawers 120 kg /  8-drawers 125 kg 

Loading capacity 26”: 600 kg

40”: 900 kg

drawer capacity 26”: up to 30 kg

40”: up to 30 kg

Colours Orange, Black, Red or Blue

No. drawers 26”: 6 / 7 / 8 

40”: 6 / 7 / 8

Upgrades 4-drawer top chest (26” / 40”)

6-drawer side cabinet (only in 40” model) (black or orange) 116 kg

12-drawer double bank (only in 40” model) (black or orange) 127 kg

Customizable Yes (BETMS Configurator)

Locking system Yes

Wheels 125x30mm wheels (26”); 2 fixed and 2 swivel wheels with brakes

125x50mm wheels (40”); 2 fixed and 2 swivel wheels with brakes40” ‘CLASSIC’ C75 TOOL TROLLEY
Colour: BlAcK rAl9005
model: cabinet, 6-drawers

1016 MM

1016 MM
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SPECIAL TOOL TROLLEYS 

View our SPECIAL Tool Trolleys assortment including 
Stainless Steel, XXL and Low height models. The inside 
outside stainless steel finish in the case, drawers and 
handle, make the Stainless Steel trolleys the perfect trolleys 
for a wide variety of clean room standards. And Double 
bank XXL tool trolley, Side Cabinet XXL tool trolley and 
Low-height tool trolleys ready for your special needs.

1470K7SS
26” 7-drawer 

Stainless steel tool trolley

1475Kxl7SS
40” 7-drawer 

Stainless steel tool trolley

1475KXXL8CWTSS
53” 8-drawer

XXL Side cabinet tool trolley

1471KXXL12BKTSS
53” 12-drawer 

XXL Double bank TOOL TROLLEY 

1470K7LH / 1470K7LHGREY
26” 7-drawer 

LOW HEIGHT TOOL TROLLEY

special models



model: Stainless steel tool trolley, 7-drawers

40” ‘CLASSIC’ C75 TOOL TROLLEY



BETM
S Ultimate 

Tool Management 
with BETMS
The Bahco Ergo Tool Management System (BETMS) enables us 
to respond directly to your specific needs. That’s because BETMS 
provides a tailor-made tool management solution for every 
working environment. Together with your Bahco sales manager, 
you design your own system with maximum ease. Choose your Access Control

Add different accessories

Select a paint colour

Design the foam inlays

Configure the drawers

Choose your hardware

Pick a bench top

create your own
TAiLOR-MADE solution

Discover the endless possibilities of our unique BETMS system.  
Ask your BAHCO dealer for more information or visit www.bahco.com

Personalize tools with laser marking

Marking in the foam inlay for tool control (FOD)

Create the product mix that fits your needs



Push system 
The foam inlays have a smart push system, 
so you can raise the tool with one finger. 

FOD system (Foreign Object Damage)
All inlays are coloured in black and a bright colour, 
so that you can see immediately whether tools 
are missing. The bottom layer is available in red, blue, 
yellow and green.

BAHCO Fit&Go foam inlays  
Our wide range of ready-to-use foam inlays 
is resistant to most common lubricants, 
petrol, water and UV light. 
We make the Fit&Go foam inlays ourselves, 
in compliance with the most stringent 
environmental requirements.

A perfectly organised trolley with Fit&Go

The Fit&Go system contains a wide range of ready-to-use foam 
inlays with tools for your drawers. Based on our market knowledge 
and customer needs, we’ve created hundreds of different 
compositions from which you can choose. The Fit&Go 
system contains three different sizes (1/3, 2/3 and 3/3) 
to enable you to organise your tool drawers exactly as 
you want.

FIT &
 GO

26 BAHCO ERGO TOOL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

1/3 - 181 mm

2/3 - 362 mm

3/3 - 543 mm
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